Our “Tea for Trees” campaign creates a sustainable model that aims to restore the renewable
resources used in our products. We’ve partnered with The National Forest Foundation’s Trees
for US program that helps restore America’s national forests. By giving back, Buddha Teas
strives to honor the earth and its many blessings. With every box we sell, we help plant more
trees, and continue to offer products that support the health of people, and our planet.

BUDDHA BENEFITS

BLEACH FREE

100% KOSHER

All herbs and tea leaves are inherently kosher. Since
we do not process our herbs and tea leaves, aside
from cutting and sifting, our ingredients maintain
their kosher status.

Genetically Modified Organisms, or GMO’s, have
been scientifically altered to produce a certain
outcome. GMO’s have been proven to pose health
risks, which is why we commit to offering only nonGMO products.

CLEAN INGREDIENTS

100% RECYCLED AND
RECYCLABLE CARTON

NO ARTIFICIAL FLAVORS, COLORS,
OR PRESERVATIVES

All of our teas are packaged in bleach free teabags.
This is important because bleached teabags
can contain harmful byproducts, such as dioxin
and epichlorohydrin, and have carcinogenic
properties.

When we say clean we mean our ingredients are not
tainted by anything other than what nature intended.
No laboratory has been involved in the processing of
our herbs and tea leaves. You can trust us to provide
ingredients meant to heal, never harm, while
delivering taste sensations that delight and satisfy.
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TO ORDER CALL (800) 642-3754

We incorporate various eco-friendly methods in
order to support and protect our environment. Ecofriendly policies are consistently employed during
production, and all packaging is 100% recyclable.

www.BuddhaTeas.com

NO GMO’S

Our high quality teas are made from the freshest,
purest ingredients available, and crafted to exclude
unnecessary preservatives, or artificial flavoring.
Pure, plant perfection—this is Buddha Teas.

WHY CHOOSE BUDDHA TEAS?
What sets us apart? We start with a philosophy that values living in harmony with
nature. We use only organic, or sustainably harvested ingredients, and strive to
maintain purity throughout the entire process, from crafting, to packaging, to
distributing. Because we value the resources in our products, we’ve partnered
with The National Forest Foundation’s Trees for US program that annually plants
trees across 193,000 acres of the National Forest System. Our teabags are made
bleach-free, and our recylable boxes are made from 100% recycled material.
When you purchase Buddha Teas products, you make a conscious choice to
support the health and healing of all beings.

MISSION STATEMENT
Buddha Teas believes that a proper cup of tea provides a nourishing experience
that satisfies the soul while pleasing the senses. We strive to deliver a delightful
and vast array of additive-free options, which includes herbal, green, and black
tea blends. Our mission is to supply our tea-drinkers with the highest quality teas
available, while maintaining an affordable price point. In this way, we can offer
everyone who seeks a truly excellent cup of tea the experience they desire.
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THE WORLD OF TEAS

THE WORLD

Next to water, tea is the most consumed drink on the planet. Though the
sensation began in East Asia thousands of years ago, using the leaf of a
single plant—Camellia sinensis—today, the world of teas offers a rainbow
of colors and tastes, sought for a variety of reasons. Whether for pleasure,
for healing, or both, drinking tea has become universally popular, with
enough choices to satisfy any tea consumer.

OF TEAS
BLACK TEA

Like green, white, and oolong teas, black teas are
produced from the leaves of the Camellia sinensis
plant. During processing, however, black teas are more
oxidized, and produce a more robust tea. This bolder
taste makes it a favorite for iced teas and blends.
Brewing Temperature: 200˚ - 205˚

Tea blends have been a respected tradition for almost
as long as tea itself. Starting with tea leaves as a base,
a blend may use various kinds of teas, as well as fruits,
flowers, and herbs to create an enticing flavor profile.
Blends are so varied, providing a plethora of tastes and
benefits, there is sure to be a favorite for everyone.
Brewing Temperature: 185˚ - 205˚

GREEN TEA

HERBAL TEA

Brewing Temperature: 175˚ - 180˚

Brewing Temperature: 205˚

MATCHA TEA

OOLONG TEA

Green tea varieties range in taste depending on
the way the leaf is grown, harvested, and prepared.
Whether you enjoy the steamed leaves of Japan’s most
popular tea, sencha, the smoky Chinese gunpowder, or
a cup of exquisite, shade-grown gyokuro, the green tea
world has something for everyone.

The leaves of this green tea variety have been stoneground into a fine powder, which is infused directly into
the water. This creates a strong and invigorating taste
unlike any other green tea. Matcha’s stimulating taste
has made it a worldwide favorite, and it’s also the tea of
choice for cooking and baking.
Brewing Temperature: 175˚

PU-ERH TEA

For something even more exotic, try Pu-erh, a postfermented tea with a unique flavor that only improves
with time. Pu-erh tea offers a rich, complex taste with
notes of sweetness over a smooth, earthy base. Pu-erh
also lacks the bitter astringency often found in other
teas.
Brewing Temperature: 195˚ - 205˚

4

BLENDS

TO ORDER CALL (800) 642-3754
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Also called “tisanes,” an herbal tea is not considered a
true tea, as it is not made from the Camellia sinensis
plant. These teas can be made from herbs, spices,
flowers, roots, berries, seeds, and even bark. Try
an earthy chaga, zesty hibiscus, smooth and savory
rosemary, or spicy turmeric ginger.

The semi-oxidized leaves of oolong tea sets it apart
from other teas. Though sometimes mistaken for a
black tea, its shorter preparation time gives it a fresher
taste and removes much of the astringency that black
tea is known for.
Brewing Temperature: 185˚ - 205˚

WHITE TEA

The purest of all teas, this tea is made from the choicest
leaves and buds of a young tea plant. White tea is
known for its smooth, fragrant quality, and offers a
lighter taste than its other tea cousins.
Brewing Temperature: 175˚ - 185˚

MATCHA GREEN TEA
page 23

HERBAL TEAS

HERBAL TEAS
Buddha Teas is proud to offer an unrivaled selection of single herb and herbal blend
teas. This wide variety of tisanes, as they are known in the tea world, are crafted using
the leaves, roots, flowers, and bark of various plants. By offering teas made from a single
herb, our customers are able to enjoy the full benefits of each herb without having to
ingest ingredients they may not want. Each single-herb tea and blend offers hard-to-find
simplicity and purity, made from organic or wild harvested ingredients.

ALFALFA LEAF TEA

ANISE SEED TEA

Though of humble origins, this herbal tea
offers a subtly sweet taste and exceptional
nutrition. The roots of the alfalfa plant grow
hundreds of feet deep, giving it a potent
vitamin & mineral content. Alfalfa Leaf Tea also
promotes healthy bones and joints.

8

19005 01009

5

Ingredients: Organic Alfalfa Leaf
Single box UPC | 18 tea bags/box

The sweet, dynamic flavor of licorice candy
comprises every sip of anise seed tea.
Milder than true licorice, anise seed tea is a
popular alternative to those seeking similar
benefits. Anise Seed Tea is especially useful for
respiratory and digestive function.

8

19005 01127

6

ASHWAGANDHA TEA

ASTRAGALUS ROOT TEA

The gentle nature of ashwagandha has
earned this Indian herb the nickname “Indian
Ginseng”. Its botanical name means sleepinducing, referencing its nature as a calming
adaptogen, able to ease stress and promote
good health.

8

19005 01064

4

Ingredients: Organic Ashwagandha Root
Single box UPC | 18 tea bags/box

Astragalus Root Tea is an pleasant, earthy brew,
made from the root of a delicate northern
shrub. In spite of its humbleness, this potent
herbal tea promotes heart health, circulation
and strengthens the immune system.

8

19005 01010

1

BILBERRY LEAF TEA

6

19005 01000

2

Ingredients: Organic Bilberry Leaf
Single box UPC | 18 tea bags/box

TO ORDER CALL (800) 642-3754
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Ingredients: Organic Astragalus Root
Single box UPC | 18 tea bags/box

BITTER MELON TEA

The bilberry fruit often overshadows its
unassuming leaf, but a tea made from these
leaves can support weight loss, vision and
circulation. A pleasant herbal taste makes this
an easy addition to your daily routine.

8

Ingredients: Organic Anise Seed
Single box UPC | 18 tea bags/box

While its name may sound off-putting, bitter
melon’s mild bitterness is easily outdone by its
positive effects. Promoting immune function,
digestion, and weight loss are merely a few
benefits of this tropical herbal tea.

8

19005 01128

3

Ingredients: Organic Bitter Melon
Single box UPC | 18 tea bags/box

HERBAL TEAS

BLACK COHOSH ROOT TEA

BLACKBERRY LEAF TEA

Blackberries may be well known for their
flavor, but the oft-forgotten leaves of the
blackberry plant creates a smooth and
engaging herbal tea. Served hot or cold,
this tea supports digestion, immunity,
and offers healthy antioxidants.

The native tribes of North America were first
to discover the value of this herbal root tea.
Best known for its benefits for women, Black
Cohosh Root Tea is one of the most highly
regarded women’s health tonics.

8

19005 01011

8

Ingredients: Organic Black Cohosh Root
Single box UPC | 18 tea bags/box

8

19005 01012

5

BURDOCK ROOT TEA

CALENDULA TEA

A counterpoint to the earthy tastes of most
root teas, burdock root is peppery and potent.
This herbal tea promotes healthy digestion
and stimulates liver and kidney function to
naturally purify the body.

8

19005 01013

2

Ingredients: Organic Burdock Root
Single box UPC | 18 tea bags/box

Commonly known as marigold, the sight of
the beautiful calendula flowers can only be
matched by the marvelous tea they produce.
Calendula Tea is warm and gentle, offering
essential nutrients and promoting healthy
skin and hair.

8

19005 01001

9

CAT’S CLAW TEA

19005 01053

8

Ingredients: Cat’s Claw Bark
Single box UPC | 18 tea bags/box

Chaga Tea is finely crafted from chaga
mushrooms, known for containing more
antioxidants than any other food in the world.
This tea promotes immune function, skin
health, and digestion, all with a refreshingly
earthy taste.

8

19005 01130

6

CHAMOMILE FLOWER TEA

19005 01014

9

Ingredients: Organic Chamomile Flower
Single box UPC | 18 tea bags/box

Ingredients: Chaga Mushroom
Single box UPC | 18 tea bags/box

CHICKWEED TEA

Crafted from dried daisy-like blossoms,
Chamomile Flower Tea is the quintessential
herbal tea. Known to promote relaxation and
overall wellness, deliciously fruity Chamomile
Leaf Tea is a celebrated tea tradition.

8

Ingredients: Organic Calendula Flowers
Single box UPC | 18 tea bags/box

CHAGA TEA

This herbal tea comes from the bark of a long,
woody vine found in South America, named
for the curved thorns along its bark. Mild in
flavor, this tea supports joint health, immune
function, and counters inflammation.

8

Ingredients: Organic Blackberry Leaf
Single box UPC | 18 tea bags/box

Made from the tiny white flowers and leaves of
the chickweed plant, this delicate herbal tea
provides a light and elegant taste. As you enjoy
its smooth, milky flavor, chickweed tea helps to
promote weight loss and healthy skin.

8

19005 01002

6
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Ingredients: Organic Chickweed
Single box UPC | 18 tea bags/box

TO ORDER CALL (800) 642-3754
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HERBAL TEAS

CORN SILK TEA

The silky tassels on an ear of corn make a
surprisingly excellent herbal tea, with a warm,
fresh and subtly sweet taste. Rich in various
essential nutrients, Corn Silk Tea promotes
healthy bladder function.

8

19005 01003

3

Ingredients: Organic Corn Silk
Single box UPC | 18 tea bags/box

CRANBERRY TEA

Cranberry lovers delight in the robust taste
of this flavorful berry tea. Tart and refreshing,
Cranberry Tea provides a great source of
antioxidants and vitamin C. It also promotes
immune function and a healthy urinary tract.

8

19005 01063

7

Ingredients: Organic Cranberry
Single box UPC | 18 tea bags/box

DAMIANA LEAF TEA

Covering ground from Mexico to South
America, the fragrant yellow flowers of
damiana are a cultural treasure. The herbal tea
it produces is a known aphrodisiac, commonly
used to promote reproductive health in both
men and women.

8

19005 01015

6

DANDELION LEAF TEA

SINGLE HERB

As far back as the Middle Ages, the ornamental
dandelion leaf has been served as a smooth
and nourishing herbal tea. Rich in nutrients,
this tea can benefit digestion, liver function,
bladder health, and more.

Buddha Teas offers a selection of more than 80 single-ingredient
herbal teas. We discovered that many tea drinkers were searching for
a purer herbal tea than what other companies offered. By offering
teas made from a single herb, our customers are able to enjoy the
full benefits of each herb without having to accept other ingredients
they may not want. Each single-herb tea offers pure, natural
simplicity, a difference many tea drinkers find refreshing.
8

8
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Ingredients: Organic Damiana Leaf
Single box UPC | 18 tea bags/box

www.BuddhaTeas.com

19005 01016

3

Ingredients: Organic Dandelion Leaf
Single box UPC | 18 tea bags/box

HERBAL TEAS

DANDELION ROOT TEA

DONG QUAI TEA

Rich and earthy, this herbal tea comes from the
dried and ground root of the dandelion. Like
its leafy tea twin, this tea promotes liver health,
detoxification, and digestion.

8

19005 01017

0

Ingredients: Organic Dandelion Root
Single box UPC | 18 tea bags/box

Sprouting up in the temperate fields of China,
this root tea carries an ancient herbal tradition.
Dong Quai Tea is one of the fifty fundamental
herbs in Traditional Chinese Medicine, used
to promote reproductive function in both
men and women.

8

19005 01018

7

ELDERBERRY TEA

EUCALYPTUS LEAF TEA

Elderberries are a European favorite when
it comes to jams and pastries, and they also
make a delightfully fruity herbal tea. Packed
with vitamins and antioxidants, this berry
brew strengthens immunity and promotes
healthy respiratory function.

8

19005 01019

4

Ingredients: Organic Elderberry
Single box UPC | 18 tea bags/box

A whiff of this heady aromatic tea evokes
the feeling of walking through a eucalyptus
forest. Potent in both fragrance and taste, this
tea opens up the lungs and encourages deep
breathing, a relaxing and stimulating effect.

8

19005 01020

0

EUROPEAN PEPPERMINT TEA

This flowering herb features delicate orchidlike blossoms sprouting up in alpine meadows
all across Europe. The flowers and leaves create
a smooth herbal tea that promotes vision, and
respiratory health, and immune function.

8

19005 01054

5

FENNEL SEED TEA

19005 01021

7

Ingredients: Organic Fennel Seed
Single box UPC | 18 tea bags/box

Ingredients: Organic Eyebright Herb
Single box UPC | 18 tea bags/box

FENUGREEK SEED TEA

The graceful leaves and flowers of fennel create
seeds that steep into a sweet and refreshing
herbal tea. With a licorice-like taste, Fennel
Seed Tea can aid digestion, respiratory health,
and kidney function.

8

Ingredients: Organic Eucalyptus Leaf
Single box UPC | 18 tea bags/box

EYEBRIGHT HERB TEA

Indigenous to Europe, peppermint imparts an
invigorating taste. Packed with health benefits,
our European Peppermint Tea also boasts
the mintiest peppermint flavor we’ve ever
found. Soothing Peppermint Tea makes for an
experience sure to tingle the senses.

Ingredients: Organic Peppermint Leaf
Single box UPC | 18 tea bags/box

Ingredients: Organic Dong Quai Root
Single box UPC | 18 tea bags/box

With a sweet fragrance, and a mild taste
likened to maple syrup, Fenugreek Seed
Tea makes a pleasantly diverting herbal tea.
Most often used by new mothers to support
lactation, fenugreek’s nutrients are also
beneficial for healthy hair and skin.

8

19005 01004

0
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Ingredients: Organic Fenugreek Seed
Single box UPC | 18 tea bags/box

TO ORDER CALL (800) 642-3754
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HERBAL TEAS

FEVERFEW & LEMONGRASS

GINGER ROOT TEA

This exceptional blend of two long-respected
herbs offers a delightful citrusy flavor in a
light, aromatic herbal blend. This inspired
combination can strengthen immunity,
promote cardiovascular health, and support
digestive function.

8

19005 01022

4

Ingredients: Organic Feverfew,
Organic Lemongrass
Single box UPC | 18 tea bags/box

Known and loved for that classic ginger bite,
ginger root has been a culinary staple for
thousands of years. This stimulating spice tea
offers potent anti-inflammatory effects, able to
ease joint pain and promote healthy digestion.

8

19005 01025

5

GINGKO BILOBA TEA

GOLDENSEAL TEA

In the gardens of China and Japan, the
crescent-shaped leaves of the ginkgo biloba
tree are a striking sight to behold. When
steeped into an herbal tea, this light, subtle
brew supports brain function, heart health
and eases stress.

8

19005 01146

7

Ingredients: Organic Ginkgo Biloba Leaf
Single box UPC | 18 tea bags/box

This plant gets its name from its rich golden
root, but it is the leaves of the goldenseal
plant that make this light herbal tea. First used
by Native Americans, goldenseal tea is antiinflammatory and promotes immune function
and cardiovascular health.

8

19005 01024

8

GOTU KOLA TEA

19005 01005

7

Ingredients: Organic Gotu Kola Leaf
Single box UPC | 18 tea bags/box

This plant is native to central India, where its
leaves have been harvested for 2000 years.
Astonishingly able to temporarily block the
taste of sugar, this tea helps to reduce sugar
cravings, and is often recommended for
weight loss.

8

19005 01132

0

HAWTHORN BERRY TEA

19005 01027

9

Ingredients: Organic Hawthorn Berry
Single box UPC | 18 tea bags/box

10 TO ORDER CALL (800) 642-3754
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Ingredients: Organic Gymnema
Single box UPC | 18 tea bags/box

HIBISCUS TEA

The brilliant red hawthorn berry is actually
a pome fruit, similar to an apple. This gives
an unexpectedly robust flavor to this herbal
tea, which serves as a tonic for heart health
and circulation.

8

Ingredients: Organic Goldenseal Leaf
Single box UPC | 18 tea bags/box

GYMNEMA TEA

The marshlands of Asia are home to these tiny
lily pad-shaped leaves. Gotu Kola Tea offers a
sharp, savory taste, and is known to support
brain function, focus, memory and circulation.

8

Ingredients: Organic Ginger Root
Single box UPC | 18 tea bags/box

Tangy, zesty, and astoundingly delicious, this
vibrant red tea is as thrilling to see as it is to
taste. Made from the beautiful hibiscus flowers,
this tea promotes weight loss, cardiovascular
health and urinary tract health.

8

19005 01028

6

Ingredients: Organic Hibiscus Flower
Single box UPC | 18 tea bags/box

HERBAL TEAS

“Tea. It’s what winners drink.”

HOLY BASIL TEA

HOPS TEA

Known as Tulsi in its native India, holy basil
is considered a sacred plant and a powerful
herbal remedy. With benefits for brain
function, joint health, and stress relief, this
savory tea is both stimulating and healthy.

8

19005 01029

3

Ingredients: Organic Holy Basil
Single box UPC | 18 tea bags/box

Although these flowers are best known for
complementing the flavor of beer, hops have
historically had many uses, including to
make this herbal tea. Hops Tea is known for
its soothing nature, making it a useful stress
reliever and digestive support.

8

19005 01056

9

HORSETAIL TEA

HYSSOP TEA

Horsetail earns its name from its thin, wispy
leaves, and its ancient legacy has earned
it status as a living fossil. Offering various
essential minerals, this tea can promote
kidney health, or be used externally to
support healthy skin.

8

19005 01030

9

Ingredients: Organic Horsetail
Single box UPC | 18 tea bags/box

Ingredients: Organic Hops Flower
Single box UPC | 18 tea bags/box

This fragrant herb belongs to the mint family,
and its leaves create a sweet and comforting
herbal tea. Able to soothe a sore throat and ease
respiratory distress, hyssop tea is pleasantly
relaxing with every sip.

8

19005 01057

6
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Ingredients: Organic Hyssop
Single box UPC | 18 tea bags/box

TO ORDER CALL (800) 642-3754 11

HERBAL TEAS

KAVA KAVA ROOT TEA

LAVENDER TEA

The island cultures of the Pacific have long
cultivated the kava kava plant for its root, an
important traditional ingredient. Its unique
peppery taste may seem stimulating, yet kava
kava is best known as a relaxant, able to ease
stress.

8

19005 01058

3

Ingredients: Kava Kava Root
Single box UPC | 18 tea bags/box

The beauty of the lavender flower is well-suited
to crafting a sumptuous herbal tea. With a
luxurious floral taste and soothing aroma,
lavender tea is exceptional for promoting
relaxation, easing stress, and supporting
restful sleep.

8

19005 01133

7

LEMON BALM TEA

LICORICE ROOT TEA

This European herb belongs to the mint family,
but unlike its cool menthe cousins, lemon
balm offers a pleasant citrusy scent and taste.
Warm and inviting, Lemon Balm Tea supports
digestion and promotes relaxation.

8

19005 01007

1

Ingredients: Organic Lemon Balm
Single box UPC | 18 tea bags/box

The dynamic and distinct taste of licorice is
popular in sweets and beverages the world
over, and naturally brews an unforgettable cup
of herbal tea. Licorice Root Tea offers a wealth
of benefits, supporting digestion, respiratory
health, joint health, and more.

8

19005 01033

0

LINDEN TEA

19005 01034

7

Ingredients: Organic Linden Flower
Single box UPC | 18 tea bags/box

Maca root grows high on the steep slopes of
the Andes Mountains, where it is harvested
to produce a sweet, nutty tea. The powerful
herbal tea is used to ease inflammation and
support women’s health.

8

19005 01134

4

MARSHMALLOW LEAF TEA

19005 01059

0

Ingredients: Organic Marshmallow Leaf
Single box UPC | 18 tea bags/box

12 TO ORDER CALL (800) 642-3754
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Ingredients: Organic Maca Root
Single box UPC | 18 tea bags/box

MILK THISTLE TEA

The marshmallow plant may be best
known as the origin of the popular fluffy
white confection, but its leaves make a light,
refreshing herbal tea. Marshmallow Leaf Tea is
often used for its respiratory and
digestive benefits.

8

Ingredients: Organic Licorice Root
Single box UPC | 18 tea bags/box

MACA TEA

Linden trees are well-known for producing
excellent wood and honey, and its leaves
and flowers produce a high quality tea. Light,
aromatic, and flavorful, Linden Tea’s relaxing
effects help ease stress, while supporting
immune function.

8

Ingredients: Organic Lavender Flower
Single box UPC | 18 tea bags/box

The iconic purple flowers that rest amid
uninviting spikes belie a plant that offers such
a rich and beneficial herbal tea. Milk Thistle Tea
is known as one of the most powerful herbal
liver tonics, providing natural detoxification,
while promoting a strong liver.

8

19005 01035

4

Ingredients: Organic Milk Thistle
Single box UPC | 18 tea bags/box

HERBAL TEAS

MORINGA TEA

Moringa is a dense, bushy tree with teardrop
leaves, found in abundance along the foothills
of the Himalayas. Anti-inflammatory and
beneficial for digestion, joint health and more,
there’s much to be gained from this smooth
herbal tea.

8

19005 01135

1

Ingredients: Organic Moringa Leaf
Single box UPC | 18 tea bags/box

MUGWORT TEA

In medieval tradition, the mugwort served as
a friend and protector to weary travelers on
the roadside. Today, this herbal tea is equally
protective, supporting healthy liver and kidney
function with each savory sip.

8

19005 01065

1

Ingredients: Organic Mugwort
Single box UPC | 18 tea bags/box

MULLEIN LEAF TEA

Bearing a tall stalk of strikingly bright yellow
and orange flowers, the mullein plant has
earned many fanciful names, such as velvet
dock and candelaria. With a smooth, mild taste,
Mullein Leaf Tea can benefit respiratory and
immune system health.

8

19005 01066

8

Ingredients: Organic Mullein Leaf
Single box UPC | 18 tea bags/box

NETTLE LEAF TEA

Despite an unfriendly reputation, the nettle
plant creates a sweet, stimulating herbal tea.
Safe and beneficial, Nettle Leaf Tea offers
positive effects for the lungs, bladder, and
women’s reproductive system.

8

19005 01036

1

Ingredients: Organic Nettle Leaf
Single box UPC | 18 tea bags/box

www.BuddhaTeas.com
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HERBAL TEAS

OREGANO TEA

OAT STRAW TEA

Famous in the culinary world, oregano is
rightly called the joy of the mountains. Its
distinct flavor creates an invigorating herbal
tea, known to promote immune function and
clarity of thought.

The remainder of the oat once its grains have
been harvested is the oat straw, an unexpected
herbal treasure. Oat straw tea offers a wealth
of nutrients, and supports joint health and
kidney function.

8

19005 01060

6

Ingredients: Organic Oat Straw
Single box UPC | 18 tea bags/box

8

19005 01067

5

PAPAYA LEAF TEA

PARSLEY LEAF TEA

In the southern tropics, the sweet papaya
fruit is shaded by beautiful broad ornamental
leaves. These same leaves create a potent
herbal tea, beneficial for digestion, bladder,
and skin health.

8

19005 01037

8

Ingredients: Organic Papaya Leaf
Single box UPC | 18 tea bags/box

14 TO ORDER CALL (800) 642-3754
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Ingredients: Organic Oregano
Single box UPC | 18 tea bags/box

Parsley is a familiar sight on a gourmet plate,
and a welcome one in a cup of tea. This bold,
flavorful herbal tea is rich in nutrients, and
promotes healthy joints, bones, and kidneys.

8

19005 01038

5

Ingredients: Organic Parsley Leaf
Single box UPC | 18 tea bags/box

HERBAL TEAS

PASSION FLOWER TEA

PAU D’ARCO TEA

With vibrant petals and a shape all its own,
the passion flower vine is striking, even at a
distance. The tea created from its leaves is
surprisingly savory, and can be a useful tisane
for alleviating stress.

8

19005 01008

8

Ingredients: Organic Passion Flower
Single box UPC | 18 tea bags/box

High above the rainforest canopy, the treetops
of pau d’arco bring the rainforest to life with
their beautiful pink blossoms. The tree’s inner
bark is served in an herbal tea best known for
its strong immune-boosting effects.

8

19005 01061

3

PLANTAIN LEAF TEA

RASPBERRY LEAF TEA

Not to be confused with the fruit-bearing plant,
the humble leaves of the broad-leafed plantain
make an excellent herbal remedy. With antiinflammatory and antibacterial properties,
Plantain Leaf Tea is often used for kidney and
bladder health.

8

19005 01136

8

Ingredients: Organic Plantain Leaf
Single box UPC | 18 tea bags/box

Though tart raspberries win in fame, this
lightly sweet herbal tea rivals its namesake
in benefits. Known for its power to support
women’s health, Raspberry Leaf Tea has earned
its reputation, and derserves all the attention
is gets.

8

19005 01039

2

RED CLOVER TEA

19005 01040

8

Ingredients: Organic Red Clover Flower
Single box UPC | 18 tea bags/box

This dynamic mushroom is often referred
to in Asia as the “Mushroom of Kings”. This
mushroom tea is earthy and warming, and
serves as a potent natural immune booster.

8

19005 01068

2

ROOIBOS RED TEA

19005 01137

5

Ingredients: Organic Rooibos
Single box UPC | 18 tea bags/box

Ingredients: Organic Reishi Mushroom
Single box UPC | 18 tea bags/box

ROSE HIPS TEA

From the heart of Africa comes a captivating
tea known for its golden color and rich honey
taste. Both flavorful and soothing, Rooibos
Red Tea supports circulation, digestion, and
strengthens bones and joints.

8

Ingredients: Organic Raspberry Leaf
Single box UPC | 18 tea bags/box

REISHI MUSHROOM TEA

Dance through a field of clover blossoms
with every sip of this herbal tea. A tea made
from these flowers can promote respiratory
function and healthy circulation. Women
may also find it helpful for the symptoms of
menopause.

8

Ingredients: Pau d’Arco Bark
Single box UPC | 18 tea bags/box

The elegant rose gives way to vibrant rose hips,
a flavorful fruit known for its potent taste and
abundance of vitamin C. Rose Hips Tea offers a
wealth of antioxidants, and is used to support
immunity and cardiovascular health.

8

19005 01062

0
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Ingredients: Organic Rose Hips
Single box UPC | 18 tea bags/box
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HERBAL TEAS

ROSEMARY TEA

Rosemary’s enchanting qualities pervade
every element of this inspiring herbal tea, from
the first scent of its powerful aroma, to the
last savory sip. Enjoy a delicious herbal brew
while you benefit from improved digestion and
mental focus.

8

19005 01041

5

Ingredients: Organic Rosemary Leaf
Single box UPC | 18 tea bags/box

SAGE LEAF TEA

The leaves of this savory culinary herb infuse
into a stimulating and satisfying herbal tea.
The name “sage” has appropriately become
synonymous with wisdom, as this herbal
tea can enhance brain function, focus, and
memory.

8

19005 01042
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Ingredients: Organic Sage Leaf
Single box UPC | 18 tea bags/box

SARSAPARILLA ROOT TEA

The ancestor of root beer, sarsaparilla root
is known for its astonishing sweetness. The
herbal tea offers benefits such as supporting
kidney function, and bone and joint health.

8

19005 01043

9

Ingredients: Organic Sarsaparilla Root
Single box UPC | 18 tea bags/box

SAW PALMETTO TEA

The southern state of Florida is the only
natural home of the squat palm known as saw
palmetto, one of the world’s shortest palm
trees. Its robust berries are frequently used for
promoting bladder function and men’s health.

8
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19005 01138

2

Ingredients: Organic Saw Palmetto Berry
Single box UPC | 18 tea bags/box

HERBAL TEAS

SENNA TEA

SKULLCAP TEA

Herbal, warming and lightly sweet, the bright
yellow flowers of, senna create a stimulating
herbal tea. This tea is prominently known for
its laxative properties, and is excellent for
promoting digestion and regularity.

8

19005 01045

3

Ingredients: Organic Senna Leaf
Single box UPC | 18 tea bags/box

The helmet-shaped flowers of skullcap create
a smooth and pleasant herbal tea with
remarkably soothing properties. Curl up with a
gentle cup of Skullcap Tea after a stressful day,
and let it lull you into a relaxing and restful
sleep.

8

19005 01044

6

SPEARMINT LEAF TEA

ST. JOHN’S WORT TEA

The refreshing qualities of mint are abundantly
found in our Spearmint Leaf Tea. Enjoy the
smooth taste of spearmint as it soothes
digestion and alleviates stress.

8

19005 01069

9

Ingredients: Organic Spearmint Leaf
Single box UPC | 18 tea bags/box

Each year, these golden flowers mark the
summer solstice as they come into bloom.
Their leaves and petals create a smooth, mild
herbal tea that supports a positive mood and
emotional wellness.

8

19005 01046

0

19005 01140

5

TURMERIC GINGER TEA

Ingredients: Organic Thyme Leaf
Single box UPC | 18 tea bags/box

Ingredients: Organic Turmeric Root, Organic
Ginger Root, Organic Black Pepper
Single box UPC | 18 tea bags/box

The potent qualities of two classic Indian
spices create a delicious fusion of warm and
peppery tastes in this rich spice tea. The
powerful combination offers antioxidant, antiinflammatory, digestive, and cardiovascular
benefits.

8

19005 01047

7

UVA URSI TEA

VALERIAN ROOT TEA

The world’s arctic regions are home to this
groundcover shrub, a delicate plant that
creates an equally delicate tea. Often used to
promote bladder health, this tea also offers
antibacterial effects.

8

19005 01141
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Ingredients: Organic St. John’s Wort
Single box UPC | 18 tea bags/box

THYME LEAF TEA

Humble thyme leaves infuse this tea with a
dynamic flavor combination of savory and
sweet. Its antibacterial and anti-inflammatory
properties make this a useful tea for immune
function and circulation.

8

Ingredients: Organic Skullcap Flower
Single box UPC | 18 tea bags/box

Ingredients: Organic Uva Ursi
Single box UPC | 18 tea bags/box

This potent root has been used by herbalists
to create Valerian Root Tea for more than 2000
years. Its pungent nature belies an excellent
herbal tea for easing stress and promoting
relaxation.

8

19005 01048

4
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Ingredients: Organic Valerian Root
Single box UPC | 18 tea bags/box
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HERBAL TEAS

“Positive mind, Positive vibes,
Positive life.”

WHITE OAK TEA

WHITE HOREHOUND TEA

The majestic white oak is a cultural icon nearly
everywhere it grows. Its bark creates an
herbal tea with a smooth, earthy taste, which
can promote digestion, or be
applied externally to aid wound healing and
promote skin health.

This delicate herb belongs to the mint family,
and creates a light, fresh herbal tea. White
Horehound Tea is often used to support
respiratory health.

8

19005 01158

0

Ingredients: Organic White Horehound
Single box UPC | 18 tea bags/box

8

19005 01049

1

WILD CHERRY BARK TEA

WORMWOOD TEA

Wild Cherry Bark tea bears a pleasant, earthy
taste. A touch of honey turns this bark tea
into a dynamic and appealing brew that
supports healthy respiratory function in
every sumptuous sip.

8

19005 01050
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Ingredients: Organic Wild Cherry Bark
Single box UPC | 18 tea bags/box

Known for its ornate, lace-like leaves,
wormwood is a popular plant used
ornamentally in gardens. The herbal tea made
from its leaves is known to promote digestive
function and liver health.

8

19005 01142

9

YARROW TEA

19005 01143

6

Ingredients: Organic Yarrow
Single box UPC | 18 tea bags/box

18 TO ORDER CALL (800) 642-3754
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Ingredients: Organic Wormwood
Single box UPC | 18 tea bags/box

YELLOW DOCK ROOT TEA

Dainty yarrow flowers create a delicate
floral tea with an inviting fragrance and a
smooth, sweet taste. Each sip of this tea
supports healthy immunity, circulation, and
reproductive health in women.

8

Ingredients: Organic White Oak Bark
Single box UPC | 18 tea bags/box

The golden root of the yellow dock plant
creates this warm and stimulating herbal tea.
Mild and inviting, this tea benefits digestive
health, liver function, and joint mobility.

8

19005 01144

3

Ingredients: Organic Yellow Dock Root
Single box UPC | 18 tea bags/box

“You can’t buy happiness, but you can buy tea
and that’s kind of the same thing.”

CBD Matcha
Green Tea

CBD Turmeric &
Ginger Tea

90mg Water-Soluble CBD

90mg Water-Soluble CBD

CBD TEAS

Cannabidiol (CBD) is a natural constituent of hemp oil.

Why Water-Soluble CBD?
When choosing a tea to drink that includes CBD, we’ve taken
chemistry into consideration so you don’t have to. Because oil-based
CBD teas can’t extract in hot water, we found a way to process the
CBD into nanosized particles, making it water-soluble, and, thus,
bioavailable. You can feel confident that the 5 mg CBD we claim is in
each teabag actually ends up in your tea, allowing your body full
delivery, thus providing it with the most benefits possible.

CBD CHAMOMILE BLEND

CBD MATCHA GREEN TEA

Cultivated throughout the world, chamomile
has earned popularity for its calming effects.
Paired with lemon balm, and just a hint of
lavender, we’ve added 5 mg water-soluble
CBD to each tea bag, providing you with a
delightfully nurturing cup of tea.

Unimposing yet statement-making, our CBD
Matcha Green Tea takes you on a silky journey
through enlightened realms of pleasure.
Sourced from Japan, from the first sip you’ll
settle into the moment with elevated calm.
Includes 5 mg water-soluble CBD per teabag.

Ingredients: Organic Chamomile, Organic vLemon
Balm, Organic Lavender Flower, Full Spectrum
Water-Soluble Cannabidiol (CBD)
Single box UPC | 18 tea bags/box

Ingredients: Organic Japanese Matcha, Full
Spectrum Water-Soluble Cannabidiol (CBD)
Single box UPC | 18 tea bags/box

CBD PEPPERMINT TEA

CBD TURMERIC & GINGER TEA

Smooth & invigorating, the flavor profile of this
tea pleasantly delights. Traditionally known
to aid digestion, peppermint also boasts the
reputation to cool the body and reduce stress.
A miracle? With 5 mg water-soluble CBD added
to the cup, we think you’ll say, yes! .

Used medicinally for thousands of years,
turmeric is known as an anti-inflammatory and
antioxidant. When combined with ginger, and
assisted by black pepper, the healing potential
magnifies. Add 5 mg water-soluble CBD and
the results promise to satisfy and delight.

Ingredients: Organic Peppermint Leaf, Full
Spectrum Water-Soluble Cannabidiol (CBD)
Single box UPC | 18 tea bags/box

Ingredients: Organic Turmeric Root, Organic
Ginger Root, Organic Black Pepper, Full Spectrum
Water-Soluble Cannabidiol (CBD)
Single box UPC | 18 tea bags/box

www.BuddhaTeas.com
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GREEN TEAS

GREEN TEAS
Green tea is the oldest and most respected form of tea, dating back some 4,000 years,
when it was consumed as both a beverage and for medicinal purposes. Our green tea
offerings have been crafted from the finest organically grown Camellia sinesis leaves,
and are carefully considered before being added to our exclusive green tea line.

ACAI BERRY & GREEN TEA

CRANBERRY & GREEN TEA

Acai berries are a treasure of South America,
offering a rich flavor and a multitude of
antioxidants. When mixed with green tea,
this exceptional blend provides a robust and
luxurious flavor experience.

8

19005 01126

9

Ingredients: Organic Acai Berry, Organic Green Tea
Single box UPC | 18 tea bags/box

An invigorating blend of tart cranberries and
fresh green tea leaves, this tea is perfect for
any occasion. Cranberry & Green Tea is filled
with essential nutrients along with great flavor,
and can support weight loss and boost energy.

8

19005 01131

3

DRAGON WELL GREEN TEA

8

19005 01159

7

GENMAICHA GREEN TEA

A smooth, full-flavored and complex green tea
perfected by Chinese tradition over centuries.
This luxurious green tea has been prepared
using tender spring-harvested leaves that have
been pan-fired in a hot wok.

This distinctive Japanese green tea combines
quality green tea leaves with toasted brown
rice. The pairing creates an inviting aroma, and
a rich, somewhat sweet flavor, a pleasant blend
sure to please green tea fans.

Ingredients: Organic Green Tea
Single box UPC | 18 tea bags/box

Ingredients: Organic Green Tea, Organic
Roasted Brown Rice
Single box UPC | 18 tea bags/box

8

19005 01165

8

GUNPOWDER GREEN TEA

GYOKURO GREEN TEA

Gunpowder green tea leaves have been
withered, steamed, dried, and rolled. When
steeped, dark leaves unfurl to infuse a complex,
subtly smoky flavor that draws you in from the
first sip to the last.

8

19005 01160

3

Ingredients: Organic Cranberry, Organic Green Tea
Single box UPC | 18 tea bags/box

Ingredients: Organic Green Tea
Single box UPC | 18 tea bags/box

22 TO ORDER CALL (800) 642-3754
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Harvested from tea plants grown in rich soil
and shaded weeks before harvesting, this
green tea variety is considered one of the
richest and most luxurious of green teas.
Its fresh aroma and tender flavor make it a
treasure of the tea world.

8

19005 01177
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Ingredients: Organic Green Tea
Single box UPC | 18 tea bags/box

GREEN TEAS

MATCHA TIN

Centuries ago, Buddhist monks were the ﬁrst to
create and use Matcha in spiritual tea ceremonies. Whole Japanese green tea leaves are
stone-ground to create this smooth, stimulating
tea. Matcha boasts high nutrient content, and
provides unbeatable health beneﬁts, making this
ﬂavorful tea unlike any other tea in the world.

Ingredients: Organic Japanese Green Tea
Single tin UPC | 30g / 1.06oz

LEMONGRASS & GREEN TEA

MATCHA GREEN TEA

Filled with vitamins and antioxidants, this
lemongrass and green tea blend is an
exceptionally stimulating brew of tea. This
smooth and zesty combination is excellent
for boosting the metabolism and supporting
weight loss.

8

19005 01032
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Ingredients: Organic Lemongrass,
Organic Green Tea
Single box UPC | 18 tea bags/box

Introduced over 800 years ago, this powdered
green tea has taken the world by storm. The
fresh green tea leaves are stone-ground after
harvesting, creating a rich and stimulating tea
beloved for its fresh, potent flavor and unique,
creamy color.

8

19005 01161
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SAFFRON & GREEN TEA

SENCHA GREEN TEA

This tea blend infuses fine green tea leaves
with exquisite saffron, the most expensive
spice in the world. Rare and exceedingly
powerful, only a few threads of saffron
are needed to elevate this blend to a truly
luxurious tea.

8

19005 01070
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Ingredients: Organic Green Tea, Saffron
Single box UPC | 18 tea bags/box

Ingredients: Organic Green Tea
Single box UPC | 18 tea bags/box

The traditional green tea of Japan, sencha is a
crisp brew known for its refreshing aroma and
versatility. This tea offers a sweet, rich taste,
and its complexity creates subtle differences in
every cup, adding mystery and excitement to
every cup you steep.

8

19005 01164

1
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Ingredients: Organic Green Tea
Single box UPC | 18 tea bags/box
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MATCHA NOW

100% PURE

Matcha NOW gives you guaranteed
freshness for the optimum matcha
experience. Our patented cap preserves
the Japanese matcha, ensuring that
what you release into the purified water
maintains its power to energize. 100%
Pure provides you with on-the-go
freshenss with nothing added.

LIGHTLY SWEET

Matcha NOW gives you guaranteed
freshness for the optimum matcha
experience. Our patented cap preserves
the Japanese matcha, ensuring that
what you release into the purified water
maintains its power to energize. Lightly
Sweet offers fresh matcha perfectly
accented with 1.6 grams of organic sugar.

TURMERIC & GINGER

Enjoy the freshest Japanese matcha drink
on the market, enhanced with actual
organic plant extracts, fully dissolvable in
water. Turmeric & Ginger, famous for their
anti-inflammatory components, bring
a zingy sensation to your always fresh
Matcha NOW drink.

For an all new taste sensation, with the
health benefits of organic peppermint
and vanilla extracts, this selection
promises to please the palate, as it cools
the system. Energize and calm all at the
same time with this creative Matcha NOW
blend.

Ingredients: Purified Water, Organic
Ceremonial Grade Matcha, Organic Cane
Sugar.

Ingredients: Purified Water, Organic
Ceremonial Grade Matcha

Ingredients: Purified Water, Organic
Ceremonial Grade Matcha, Extracts of
Organic Ginger, Organic Turmeric, and
Organic Lemon.

Ingredients: Purified Water, Organic
Ceremonial Grade Matcha, Extracts of
Organic Peppermint, and Organic Vanilla.

www.BuddhaTeas.com

PEPPERMINT
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BLACK TEAS

BLACK TEAS
Like green, white, and oolong teas, black teas are produced from the leaves of the
Camellia sinensis plant. During processing, however, black teas are more oxidized
than other teas, and, therefore, usually make a more robust cup. Our black teas hold a
special place in the Buddha Teas family of teas, and mustn’t be overlooked.

ASSAM TEA

CHAI TEA

The bronze color and malty taste highlight this
tea named after its place of production, Assam,
India, where high temps during monsoon
season provide needed greenhouse-like
conditions. This classic black tea is a staple
amongst tea aficionados.

8

19005 01169
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Ingredients: Organic Black Tea
Single box UPC | 18 tea bags/box

This classic tea is a balanced blend of black
tea and aromatic Indian spices, including
cinnamon, cardamom seed, ginger, and
cloves. The resulting brew delivers a spicy
essence of the traditional Indian beverage.

8

19005 01162

7

DARJEELING TEA

EARL GREY TEA

Darjeeling Tea, originating from the
northernmost district in the state of West
Bengal, India, is a lighter black tea that boasts
a lovely floral aroma. This refined tea offers a
smooth and simple flavor, a versatile black tea
aimed to enhance any tea drinking experience.

8

19005 01156
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Ingredients: Organic Black Tea
Single box UPC | 18 tea bags/box

19005 01168

9

Known for its bergamot-infused flavor, Earl
Grey is the image of English sophistication. Our
blend provides the iconic scent of essential
bergamot oil, and can be fully enjoyed with or
without the addition of cream or sugar.

8

19005 01157
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Ingredients: Organic Black Tea, Organic
Oil of Bergamot
Single box UPC | 18 tea bags/box

ENGLISH BREAKFAST TEA

JAPANESE CHERRY BLOSSOM TEA

Ingredients: Organic Black Tea
Single box UPC | 18 tea bags/box

Ingredients: Cherry Blossom Flower, Black Tea
Single box UPC | 18 tea bags/box

English Breakfast Tea is known for being
an invigorating accompaniment to a hearty
English breakfast, with cream and sugar added.
Our blend, boasting organic black teas from
South and Southeast Asia, also makes for a
delightful afternoon treat.

8

Ingredients: Organic Black Tea, Organic Cinnamon,
Organic Cardamom Seed, Organic Cloves, Organic
Ginger Root, Organic Black Pepper, Organic Star Anise
Single box UPC | 18 tea bags/box
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This stunning blend of robust Japanese black tea,
accented with the floral notes of cherry blossom
flowers, provides an exquisite tea experience.
Enjoy throughout the day, and you’ll come to
know one of our most beloved offerings.

SPECIALTY TEAS

SPECIALTY TEAS
Our specialty selection provides an exceptional collection of hard-to-find herbal teas and
variety teas that cater to the true tea connoisseur. With rare, quality brews you won’t find
in your average grocery store, these teas bring an exotic flavor to any tea collection, and
promise to carry you elegantly through the day.

DARK ROAST YERBA MATÉ

JAPANESE CHERRY BLOSSOM

Ingredients: Organic Yerba Maté, Organic Roasted
Yerba Maté, Organic Roasted Barley, Organic
Roasted Carob, Organic Roasted Chicory
Single box UPC | 18 tea bags/box

Ingredients: Cherry Blossom Flower, Black Tea
Single box UPC | 18 tea bags/box

OOLONG TEA

PU-ERH TEA

This blend takes the popular South American
herbal tea and toasts it for a captivating new
taste. Roasted yerba maté, carob, barley and
chicory root create a rich, full-bodied taste that
has captured many a former coffee lover.

8

19005 01129
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This stunning blend of robust Japanese black tea,
accented with the floral notes of cherry blossom
flowers, provides an exquisite tea experience.
Enjoy throughout the day, and you’ll come to
know one of our most beloved offerings.

Warm, smooth and invigorating, oolong tea
offers a taste that tea connoisseurs are sure to
fall for. The leaves of oolong tea are partially
fermented, granting them the richness of a
black tea and the freshness of a green tea for a
complex and appealing taste.

8

19005 01166
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Ingredients: Organic Oolong Tea
Single box UPC | 18 tea bags/box

Pu-erh is a post-fermented tea with rich,
satisfying earthy nature, believed to taste
better the longer it has aged. The taste is
smooth, mildly sweet and enriching, close to a
black tea but lacking its bitter astringency.

8

19005 01167
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WHITE TEA

YERBA MATÉ TEA

White tea is one of the rarest and most highly
prized teas derived from the Camellia sinensis
plant. It is the least processed of all teas,
handpicked in the spring from young buds
and leaves for a fresh, light flavor no other
tea can match.

8

19005 01163
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Ingredients: Organic White Tea
Single box UPC | 18 tea bags/box

Ingredients: Organic Pu-Erh Tea
Single box UPC | 18 tea bags/box

This herbal tea comes to you from South
America, where it has been enjoyed as a
cultural tradition for generations. Yerba mate
offers a pungent aroma, golden color and a
light, fresh taste. Low amounts of caffeine
make this tea delightfully invigorating.

8

19005 01145
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Ingredients: Organic Yerba Maté
Single box UPC | 18 tea bags/box
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PREMIUM BLENDS

PREMIUM BLENDS
We invite you to explore and indulge in our premium blends, each offering a unique
representation of organic ingredients, such as flowers, roots, and herbs. Responsibly
harvested, masterfully crafted, these exquisite teas present tea lovers an opportunity to
acquire uncommon blends that are sure to satisfy.

CALM BUDDHA BLEND

COLD WEATHER KARMA BLEND

Ingredients: Kava Kava Root, Organic Chamomile
Flower, Organic Passion Flower, Organic Skullcap,
Organic St. John’s Wort, Organic Spearmint,
Organic Lavender, Organic Cinnamon
Single box UPC | 18 tea bags/box

Ingredients: Organic Eucalyptus, Organic
Elderberry, Organic Marshmallow, Organic
Nettle Leaf, Organic Hibiscus, Organic Spearmint,
Organic Licorice Root, Organic Hyssop
Single box UPC | 18 tea bags/box

Reach for a bag of our Calm Buddha Blend and
intend peace. Warming kava kava joins our
premium chamomile, lavender, passion flower,
and St. John’s Wort, all which are perfectly
combined with just a hint of cinnamon. Simply
put: a perfect cup of calm.

8

19005 01152
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Cold Weather Karma offers a tasty way to
boost your immune system. When elderberry,
marshmallow, nettle leaf, and supportive
hyssop combine, you can feel confident you’re
armed and ready to halt invaders. Deliciously
safeguard your body now!

8

19005 01149
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DIGESTIVE NIRVANA BLEND

8

19005 01148
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DIVINE IMMUNITY BLEND

Enjoyed during or after a meal, this tummysoothing, warming and zesty blend perfectly
combines 5 herbs famous for calming the gut.
On their own, each herb itself is a digestive
genius, but together they deliver an even more
powerful result.

A dynamic medley of flavor graces the taste
buds in this immune-boosting herbal blend.
The smooth taste of hyssop and nettle leaf
are pleasantly accented with the subtle joy
of lemongrass, while rosehips and cranberry
provide a delightfully tangy finish.

Ingredients: Organic Anise Seed, Organic Ginger
Root, Organic Papaya Leaf, Organic Licorice Root,
Organic Fennel Seed
Single box UPC | 18 tea bags/box

Ingredients: Organic Hyssop, Organic Elderberry,
Organic Nettle Leaf, Organic Lemongrass, Organic
Wild Cherry Bark, Organic Rose Hips, Organic Lemon
Balm, Organic Astragalus Root, Organic Cranberry
Single box UPC | 18 tea bags/box

8

19005 01147
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PURE MIND BLEND

SKINNY BUDDHA BLEND

Ingredients: Organic Holy Basil, Organic Rosemary,
Organic Gotu Kola, Organic Oregano, Organic
Myrtle, Organic Spearmint, Organic Sage Leaf,
Organic Gingko Biloba
Single box UPC | 18 tea bags/box

Ingredients: Organic Green Tea, Organic Hibiscus,
Organic Bilberry Leaf, Organic Cranberry, Organic
Lemongrass, Organic Triphala, Organic Chickweed
Single box UPC | 18 tea bags/box

This stimulating blend packs a delightful
punch, sure to sharpen your mind. When foggy
brain has you down, reach for this blend, with:
rosemary, gotu kola, and ginko biloba, just to
name a few herbs. Invigorate with our Pure
Mind Blend … you’re welcome!

8

19005 01155
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Enjoyed hot and cold, this tasty tea provides
the body with a powerhouse of reputed
weight loss herbs. Green tea’s smoothness
complements lemongrass, cranberry, and
hibiscus, resulting in a mildly sweet blend,
perfected with just a hint of tang.

8

19005 01154
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PREMIUM BLENDS

“Make tea,
		

Not War.”

SLEEPY TEMPLE BLEND

Ritualize your pre-bedtime moments with this
expertly blended calming tea. We’ve combined
some of the tea world’s most well-known herbs
for relaxing, and deliver it in our bleach-free
teabags for a pure cup of nighttime yum.

8

19005 01151
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Ingredients: Organic Jasmine Flower, Organic
Lavender, Organic Chamomile Flower, Organic
Licorice Root, Organic Skullcap, Organic Spearmint
Single box UPC | 18 tea bags/box

ZEN CLEANSE BLEND

This tea, packed with detoxifying herbs, such as
ginger, dandelion root, burdock root, and milk
thistle, uniquely blends potent ingredients to
create a refreshing fusion of fruity and tangy.
With subtle earthy undertones, and a hint of
mint, you’re sure breathe an aah. .

8

19005 01150
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Ingredients: Organic Ginger Root, Organic
Dandelion Root, Organic Spearmint, Organic
Hibiscus, Organic Cranberry, Organic Milk Thistle,
Organic Burdock Root, Organic Senna Leaf
Single box UPC | 18 tea bags/box

ZENERGY BLEND

The potent combination of green tea and
energizing herbs, such as ashwagandha and
maca, makes this synergistic masterpiece one
you’ll want to keep on hand for times when you
need a little extra boost.

8

19005 01153
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Ingredients: Organic Ginkgo Biloba, Organic
Green Tea, Organic Ginger Root, Organic Maca
Root, Organic Ashwagandha
Single box UPC | 18 tea bags/box

www.BuddhaTeas.com
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CHAKRA TEAS

CHAKRA TEAS
The seven chakras (in Sanskrit: wheel, or center) are known to exist along the spine,
and “spin” energy, a phenomenon that is said to help maintain one’s equilibrium. In
some circles, it’s common knowledge that when a person’s chakras are not balanced,
unwanted physical and/or emotional results emerge. Buddha Teas Chakra Teas line lets
you select a tea to assist with a specific chakra.

THE GEMSTONE ESSENCE PROCESS
Extracting an essence of a stone may sound woo-woo to those unfamiliar with the practice
of incorporating inanimate objects when intending mental, emotional, or physical healing.
However, for thousands of years, people have employed crystals for this exact purpose. In
crafting our Chakra Teas line, our production team places the desired gemstone or crystal
inside the container of dried herbs, where its essence is infused in the blend. In this way,
while enjoying the benefits of the herbal tea, you also take in the healing properties of its
accompanying stone.

CROWN CHAKRA BLEND

THIRD EYE CHAKRA BLEND

Ingredients: Organic Lavender, Organic Nutmeg
Seed, Organic Rose Petal
Single box UPC | 18 tea bags/box

Ingredients: Organic Eyebright, Organic
Jasmine Flower, Organic Spearmint Leaf,
Organic Star Anise Seed, Organic Passion Flower
Single box UPC | 18 tea bags/box

Often viewed as “the goal,” strengthening
one’s crown chakra is a practice you’ll want to
investigate. This blend enhances your journey
by providing a simple, yet exquisite blend of
calming herbs and the essence of amethyst,
one of the world’s most revered stones.

8
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Anja, located between the eyebrows, is
where intuition is cultivated. All herbs in
this blend intend to open your third eye,
while the essence of sapphire enhances the
sophisticatiion of this tea you’ll want to try.

8
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5TH CHAKRA BLEND

4TH CHAKRA BLEND

Ingredients: Organic Licorice Root, Organic
Slippery Elm Bark, Organic Marshmallow Leaf,
Organic Wild Cherry Bark, Organic Cinnamon,
Organic Fennel Seed, Organic Orange Peel
Single box UPC | 18 tea bags/box

Ingredients: Organic Hawthorn Berry, Organic
Hawthorn Leaf, Organic Lavender, Organic
Jasmine Flower, Organic Hyssop
Single box UPC | 18 tea bags/box

Located in the throat region, vishuddha focuses
on one’s ability to express truths. The herbs
within are crafted to eliminate blocks that
often keep one stuck in unhelpful patterns.
Enhanced with the essence of aquamarine, our
5th Chakra Blend is one to keep on hand.

8
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Located in the chest, Anahata is where
emotional healing blooms. Herbs in this blend,
including lavender, hyssop, and jasmine flower,
are known to help calm, as well as fortify.
Infused with quartz crystal, this blend could be
your spiritual journey’s game-changer.

8
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CHAKRA TEAS

“Meditation and tea are the
way to a life of serenity.”

SOLAR PLEXUS CHAKRA BLEND

8
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SACRAL CHAKRA BLEND

The herbs in this blend help with 3rd chakra,
or manipura, issues and are meant to
transform judgment into respect, and envy
into generosity. Infused with the essence of
golden citrine, this tea also supports digestion,
cardiovascular function, and skin issues.

Swadhisthana, the Sanskrit word meaning
“one’s own abode,” is an apt definition for an
energy center focused on personal pleasure.
This blend, energized with the essence of
moonstone, provides a stunning tea meant to
cultivate a more open attitude towards life.

Ingredients: Organic Rosemary, Organic
Lemongrass, Organic Ginger Root, Organic Orange
Peel, Organic Marshmallow Leaf
Single box UPC | 18 tea bags/box

Ingredients: Organic Calendula Flower,
Organic Burdock Root, Organic Fennel Seed,
Organic Dong Quai Root, Organic Damiana Leaf,
Organic Ginger Root
Single box UPC | 18 tea bags/box

8
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ROOT CHAKRA BLEND

Empower your inner being with tea made in
resonance with the root chakra, or muladhara.
The root chakra helps keep one grounded and
connected with the energy of the earth. These
herbs have been infused with the powerful
essence of garnet.

8
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Ingredients: Organic Raspberry Leaf, Organic
Cloves, Organic Hibiscus Flower, Organic
Dandelion Root, Organic Ashwagandha Root
Single box UPC | 18 tea bags/box

www.BuddhaTeas.com
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FRUIT TEAS

FRUIT TEAS
Our fruit tea blends highlight natural fruit flavors, and complement these taste
sensations with high quality tea leaves. Each blend features real fruit pieces that infuse
authentic, potent flavor, rather than relying on artificial additives of any kind. With
100% organic ingredients, these delicious fruit teas invite you to naturally indulge your
sweet tooth.

PINEAPPLE WHITE TEA

RICH RASPBERRY PU-ERH

This fruit blend balances dynamic pineapple
with the fresh, delicate taste of white tea, for
a well-rounded flavor in every refreshing sip.
Escape to the tropics with a freshly made cup
of this refined fruit tea.

8
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Ingredients: Organic Pineapple Pieces,
Organic White Tea, Organic Calendula, Organic
Lemongrass, Organic Orange Peel
Single box UPC | 18 tea bags/box

The distinct, juicy taste of fresh raspberries
highlights this balanced tea that grounds
itself in the earthy taste of the pride of China’s
Yunnan Province—aged pu-erh. Fragrant, and
full-bodied, this blend produces the perfect
tea when seeking a cup of liquid luxury.
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SWEET STRAWBERRY GINGER

8
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Ingredients: Organic Raspberry Pieces,
Organic Pu-erh
Single box UPC | 18 tea bags/box

WILD BLUEBERRY BLACK TEA

This blend is crafted to enhance black tea
leaves with real fruit pieces, combining
sweet strawberry with spicy ginger. Boasting
beneficial vitamin C, along with antioxidants,
this tea proves healthy can taste delicious!

This tea blend features actual wild blueberries
for a rich, natural blueberry flavor. Underlying
the fruit forward taste you’ll enjoy premium
black tea leaves, delivering an inviting tea that
promises to brighten your day.

Ingredients: Organic Strawberry Pieces, Organic
Ginger Root, Organic Black Tea, Organic Ginger,
Organic Rosehips, Organic Hibiscus, Organic
Elderberry
Single box UPC | 18 tea bags/box

Ingredients: Organic Blueberry Pieces,
Organic Black Tea
Single box UPC | 18 tea bags/box
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“We could just cuddle &
drink tea all day.”

www.BuddhaTeas.com

SHIPPER DISPLAYS

BUDDHA TEAS SHIPPER DISPLAYS
Buddha Teas is pleased to offer Shipper Displays featuring our most popular tea lines
and our best-selling teas. Eye-catching and convenient, each display includes a dynamic
header card. These displays assemble easily and require no tools. Standard Shipper
capacity is 48; Chakra Teas Shipper capacity is 42.
Pre-packed shipper dimensions:
Base: 10“w x 13.5�d; Shelves: 12“w x 6.75�d; Total Height: 5ʻ4”

PREMIUM BLEND SHIPPER
Pure Mind, Sleepy Temple, Digestive
Nirvana, Zen Cleanse, Calm Buddha,
Skinny Buddha, Zenergy,
Divine Immunity

8
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CHAKRA TEAS SHIPPER

Crown Chakra Tea, Third Eye Chakra Tea,
5th Chakra Tea, 4th Chakra Tea, Solar
Plexus Chakra Tea, Sacral Chakra Tea,
Root Chakra Tea

8
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OR CUSTOMIZE YOUR OWN SHIPPER
Pick any 8 Teas—Contact your sales rep for more details
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BEST SELLER TEAS SHIPPER

Assam Tea, Turmeric Ginger Tea, Sencha
Green Tea, Chamomile Flower Tea, White
Tea, Hibiscus Tea, Chai Tea, Oolong Tea

8
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BUDDHA TEAS POLICIES

SHIPPING & RETURNS
SHIPPING CHARGES: We charge only what our shipping provider charges us, making our shipping costs to you
very competitive. Ask your sales representative for more details.
PLEASE NOTE: In an effort to provide you with the fastest service possible, we enter orders into our computer at
the time they are called in. This way, your invoice is printed immediately, and your order is queued for shipping.
Though we find this system quite efficient, sometimes our customers call back to add onto their order. We’re
happy to amend your order, but please call within 24 hours of having placed your original order with your rep.
RETURNS: All returns must be made within 90 days, and authorized in advance, and include expiration date, lot
number and UPC. The customer is responsible for returning unopened merchandise. Full credit cannot be given
for merchandise that has been marked, stamped, or priced. All price tags and glue residue must be removed
prior to return if credit is expected. A restocking fee of 25% will be assessed for any price tags or glue residue.
We do not accept products kept longer than 90 days. Credit card returns incur an additional 2.5% fee.
DAMAGE CLAIMS: If a product is damaged in shipping, in order to receive credit, you must keep the box,
or boxes, and packaging material that accompanied your order so that the carrier can inspect the original
packaging. It is ABSOLUTELY NECESSARY for you to keep the original packaging in order for you to receive
credit. Any claim of damaged or missing products must be requested within 24 hours of receipt. Please inform
employees who might handle incoming packages of this necessity.

OUR POLICIES
ORDERING: 24 hour service is available daily by contacting your sales representative via email. Your store name
is your customer reference number. When placing an order, please provide product name first, followed by the
quantity.
GUARANTEE: First-time orders of any of our products that don’t sell will be accepted back, minus any free
products, and/or additional discounts. Reordered products do not qualify. A credit memo will be issued upon
receipt of returned product. We do not accept return products after 90 days. After 90 days, the guarantee
becomes null and void.
NSF CHECKS – OVERDUE ACCOUNTS: A $20.00 restocking fee will be charged to the customer’s account for a
NSF check. It is likely the account could lose its terms and be put on C.O.D. CASH ONLY status until a new credit
history is established. No orders will be shipped to overdue accounts until they are paid in full.
OFFICE HOURS: Monday through Friday, 8:30 AM to 5:00 PM Pacific Standard Time.
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SUGGESTED TEA SELECTIONS

SUGGESTED TEA SELECTIONS
With more than 120 different teas from which to choose, you may not feel conﬁdent you’ll make the right choice to meet your
speciﬁc needs. Not to worry, we’ve compiled a handy guide to get you started. Take a peek below to ﬁnd our suggestions.

SUPERMARKET / GROCERY :
- Acai Berry & Green Tea
- Assam
- CBD Teas
- Chai Tea
- Chamomile Tea

- Dandelion Root Tea
- Dark Roast Yerba Mate
- Earl Grey Tea
- Elderberry Tea
- European Peppermint Tea

- Hibiscus Tea
- Holy Basil
- Japanese Cherry Blossom
- Matcha Green Tea
- Oolong Tea

- Premium Blends
- Raspberry Leaf Tea
- Rich Raspberry Pu-Erh
- Sencha
- Turmeric & Ginger Tea

- Gingko Biloba Tea
- Holy Basil Tea
- Kava Kava Root
- Lavender
- Milk Thistle Tea

- Nettle Leaf Tea
- Papaya Leaf Tea
- Pau D' Arco Tea
- Reishi Mushroom Tea
- Senna Tea

SPECIALIST - HEALTH FOOD :
- Ashwagandha
- Bitter Melon Tea
- Burdock Root Tea
- CBD Teas
- Chaga Tea

- Corn Silk Tea
- Cranberry Tea
- Eucalyptus Tea
- Feverfew & Lemongrass Tea
- Ginger Root Tea

RESTAURANT / CAFÉ / DELI :
- Acai Berry & Green Tea
- CBD Teas
- Chai Tea
- Chamomile
- Digestive Nirvana Blend

- English Breakfast Tea
- European Peppermint Tea
- Genmaicha Green Tea
- Gyo-Kuro Green Tea
- Japanese Cherry Blossom Tea

- Rich Raspberry Pu-Erh
- Saffron & Green Tea
- Sencha Green Tea
- Turmeric & Ginger Tea
- Earl Grey Tea

MISC. (YOGA STUDIO, BOUTIQUE, CRYSTAL SHOP) :
- Chakra Tea Line
- CBD Teas
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